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PHILADELPHIA

I.D.
Project

Introduction

Stabilizing Forces

High incarceration and rearrest rates pose a major 
problem in Philadelphia:

• In Philadelphia, the total inmate population is nearly 
15,000.i 

• Among the 50 US counties and cities with the most 
inmates, Philadelphia ranks at 5th highest in the country 
on a per capita basis.ii

• There are 40,000 releases of inmates each year back into 
Philadelphia from federal, state, and local prisons.iii

In Philadelphia, the recidivism rate is 65% and the 3-year 
reincarceration rate is 41 %.iv Empirical evidence shows 
that a majority of Returning Citizens reoffend within 
that first year of release.v

Public Benefits
Programs like SNAP and TANF are effective mechanisms 
to ensure returning citizens have access to temporary 
income supports while the individual is working to find 
sustainable sources of income.viii

Health

Substance abuse treatment, mental and behavioral 
health services, and health insurance are pivotal 
resources in meeting the needs for returning citizens.ix

Education

In Philadelphia, 55% of inmates do not have a high 
school diploma or equivalent,x compared to 40% of 
inmates nationwide (Ewert and Wildhagen 2011).xi 
Returning citizens in Philadelphia nearly double their 
average annual earnings by obtaining a GED.xii

State-issued Photo Identification
These four stabilizing forces are inextricably linked to 
one another. Proper documentation of identification 
is a crucial component to accessing employment and 
job-training assistance, proving public benefit eligibility, 
securing necessary health services, and obtaining 
additional education credentials. Barriers include:

• IDs can be cost-prohibitive for individuals without 
income.

• The difficulty of acquiring necessary supporting 
documents such as birth certificates and social security 
cards; the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation 
(PennDOT) does not accept prison discharge forms.

The Individual Dignity Project helps ensure that Returning Citizens have better reentry 
outcomes in Philadelphia by providing state-issued identification

Philadelphia
Individual Dignity Project

“…little attention has been paid to the role of release planning 

as preparation for the moment of release and as a mechanism 

for connecting former prisoners with appropriate services and 

support systems in their communities. The moment of release 

represents a critical point in time that can make or break an 

inmate’s successful reintegration into society”

  
  - Urban Institute Justice Policy Centerxiv

The following four stabilizing forces play an important 
role in successful reentry and reduce the risk of 
recidivism:vi 

Employment

Immediate engagement in structured programs that 
connect returning citizens with work within the first 
three months can reduce the likelihood of returning to 
prison by 16% to 22%.vii  
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Process for Inmates Obtaining IDs:

The Benefits of Solving ID Access for 
Returning Citizens

The Philadelphia Individual Dignity Project
The Solution

2.  Eligible inmates receive 
comprehensive information on:
• Necessary supporting 

documentation

• Timeline & requirements of 
ID delivery process

• Benefits of obtaining IDs

4.  Initial meeting with Reentry 
Coordinator to assess individual needs 
and establish goal plan 

6.  Inmate opts to designate work or 
commissary earnings toward ID payment

8.  Upon receipt of supporting 
documents, Reentry Coordinator submits 
ID application to PennDOT

7.  Periodic progress check-ins
with Reentry Coordinator

10.  Upon release, 
individuals receive 
ID & comprehensive 
discharge packets

11.  Follow-up on individual’s 
progress with support agency

Improving access to IDs is not only a moral imperative 
to help some of the most vulnerable members of our 
society, it is sound public policy.

The time to address this crisis is now. The Mayor and 
City Council have signaled their commitment to criminal 
justice reform. We believe Mayor Kenney, City Council, 
and the newly-announced prison reform commission 
would support this proposal:

• It connects returning citizens to employment, public 
benefits, health, and education resources that are proven 
to reduce recidivism.

• It saves the city money and generates new revenue. For 
every 100 ex-offenders connected to employment and 
other stabilizing forces, the city generates $1.2 million in 
additional tax revenue over the employees’ lifetimes and 
more than $2 million in savings on corrections, probation, 
and parole.xv

• Enhances public safety and improves overall quality of life 
for city residents. If returning citizens are able to access 
stabilizing forces, they will be less inclined to return to 
criminal activity.

“Reentry begins at Entry”

3.  Prison submits fingerprints, 
photo, and signature to be 
validated by PennDOT

DETERMINATION INCARCERATION RELEASE
1.  Prisons receive inmates 
and make determination of 
eligibility for ID services

5.  Process to secure supporting 
documents begins

9.  Exit meeting with Reentry 
Coordinator to discuss reentry 
action steps

12.  Conduct qualitative 
evaluation of project

ASSESSMENT

Icon by Luis 
Prado

The Philadelphia Individual Dignity Project envisions that 
every returning citizen exiting county prison receives 
a state-issued photo ID upon release. The Philadelphia 
ID Project will coordinate activities between the county 
prison system and PennDOT:

• Establishment of a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) between the county prison system and PennDOT 

will formalize the partnership, including cost-sharing 
provisions.

• State-issued IDs will be processed via post at a 
designated DMV.

• Onsite delivery of state-issued IDs will be established  
to give to returning citizens upon release along with 
comprehensive benefits information.

Philadelphia
Individual Dignity Project
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I. The Problem

It is widely argued that the United States’ criminal justice system has placed more of an 

emphasis on imprisoning citizens than it has on providing individuals with the tools to succeed. The costs 

associated with high incarceration and recidivism rates have disastrous effects on local and state 

governments’ budgets. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania imprisoned 50,7001 individuals either in 

state or federal correction facilities in 2014 alone, at an average cost of $43,000 per person.2 This level 

of incarceration costs the state $2 billion per year.3  

Recidivism is by no means an issue unique to Philadelphia, however, according to a recent study 

conducted by the Economy League of Greater Philadelphia, reincarceration rates pose a more significant 

problem for Philadelphia compared to other 

major US cities.4 High recidivism rates 

present an immense cost for Philadelphia in 

terms of crime, the price of repeated and 

extended incarceration, and the loss of wage 

and sales taxes that employed, productive 

residents contribute. For every 100 ex-

offenders connected to employment, the city 

generates $2.7 million in additional tax 

revenue over the employees’ lifetimes, and 

saves $2 million in savings on corrections, 

1 US Department of Justice, Prisoners in 2014.  
2 The Price of Prison, Pennsylvania. January 2012. http://www.vera.org/pubs/special/price-prisons-what-
incarceration-costs-taxpayers 
3 Ibid. 
4 Economic Benefits of Employing Formerly Incarcerated Individuals in Philadelphia. September 2011. Economy 
League of Philadelphia. http://economyleague.org/uploads/files/712279713790016867-economic-benefits-of-
employing-formerly-incarcerated-full-report.pdf 

RECIDIVISM IN PHILADELPHIA VS. NATIONAL AVERAGE

Source: Recidivism of Prisoners Released in 30 States in 2005: 

Patterns from 2005 to 2010. Bureau of Justice Statistics. 
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probation, and parole.5  These findings, in conjunction with the current political goals of Philadelphia’s 

newly-elected Mayor, Mayor Jim Kenney, have established an immediate urgency to address recidivism, 

with an increased focus on rehabilitation for ex-offenders. 

When incarcerated individuals are released back into their communities, they face a series of 

barriers to reintegration. The Urban Institute identified eight key areas required for successful 

reintegration, including housing, food and clothing, documentation of identity, transportation, 

employment, healthcare, basic financial resources, and 

support systems. For many returning citizens, it is extremely 

hard to access assistance in any of these critical areas, let 

alone all of them. Low educational attainment and the 

stigma of incarceration compound the problem. Without 

sufficient assistance, many returning citizens may feel forced to return to crime.6 Given that a very 

marginal increase in income and service accessibility significantly impacts returning citizens’ post-release 

stability, it is important to ensure that returning citizens are able to access benefits and services easily 

and immediately upon release. 

One key piece of the reentry puzzle is access to state-issued photo identification. Identification 

cards are necessary for any number of functions related to reentry, including benefits applications, 

employment verification, and opening bank accounts, among many others. However, returning citizens 

face a number of barriers to acquiring IDs. First, most individuals do not enter prison with identification 

documents, and those who do, often see their IDs expiring during the time of their incarceration. 

Moreover, the Pennsylvania Department of Motor Vehicles does not accept prison discharge 

                                                            
5 Ibid 
6 Urban Institute Justice Policy Center “Release Planning for Successful Reentry” September 2008. 
http://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/alfresco/publication-pdfs/411767-Release-Planning-for-Successful-
Reentry.PDF 

“Without access to […] personal identification, 

and other key necessities, former inmates may 

see no other option than to return to illegal 

activities in order to meet their needs. Thus, 

corrections agencies must prepare exiting 

prisoners for this period.”  

Urban Institute Justice Policy Center 
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documentation as legitimate forms of identity. Therefore, acquiring supplementary documentation, 

such as social security cards and birth certificates, becomes mandatory for folks attempting to access 

state photo identification. The problem remains, however, that the process of acquiring a birth 

certificate, social security card, and state ID is bureaucratically cumbersome and expensive. The myriad 

of issues that individuals face upon release from prison provide a key opportunity for Philadelphia to 

significantly streamline and simplify the process of acquiring necessary forms of identification for 

returning citizens. 

 

II. The Solution 

The Philadelphia Individual Dignity (ID) Project seeks to 

instill returning citizens with a fundamental tool to maximize the 

likelihood that individuals will ascertain critical stability upon release from Philadelphia County prisons. 

The Philadelphia ID Project will achieve this aim by providing returning citizens with state-issued IDs the 

moment they exit the prison system and begin the process of reintegration into society.  

 

Needs Assessment 

The Urban Institute’s report, Release Planning for Successful Reentry, specifically cites state-

issued identification cards as one of the “eight fundamental needs confronting exiting prisoners […].” 

The eight key tools for successful reintegration were “identified through a national survey of state 

correctional departments, a complementary scan of practice, and a literature review on the topic of 

release planning.” 7 

                                                            
7 http://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/alfresco/publication-pdfs/411767-Release-Planning-for-Successful-
Reentry.PDF 

“We need to make sure that when the state 

gives offenders a ‘get out of jail’ card, we 

can give them a ‘stay out of jail’ card so 

they can become productive members of 

society” 

Greg Cox, San Diego County Supervisor 
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Numerous inmates enter the system lacking legitimate forms of identification, and this causes 

significant problems for them upon release. The Philadelphia County prison system holds roughly 7,000 

incarcerated individuals at any given time.8 Of those inmates, an estimated forty to seventy percent will 

be in need of documentation upon release.9 With this mind, our intervention will target those in need of 

identification documents, which will be determined during commitment.  

A number of professionals in the reentry field have identified state-issued photo identification 

as a pressing need for returning citizens in Philadelphia. J. Jondhi Harrell, Executive Director of the 

Center for Returning Citizens and a former prisoner himself, underscored the need for identification 

cards as part of the exit and reentry process both from his personal experience and from working with 

many other reentrants.10 Lauren Fine, Co-founder of the Youth Sentencing Project, sometimes writes 

personal checks for her clients in order to help them obtain IDs.11 There is no doubt identification 

documentation is a major need for the returning citizen population and on-site delivery of IDs to ex-

offenders immediately upon release is the most streamlined approach to meeting this need.  

 

State-Level Models for the ID Project 

Many states are already helping returning citizens access state-issued photo IDs either during 

prison or shortly thereafter, and these models place additional emphasis on helping returning citizens 

access housing, education, healthcare, and job placement. 

A number of states provide both identification and funds to returning citizens. In Idaho, some of 

the most vulnerable citizens are provided with transitional housing funds,12 while Connecticut 

                                                            
8 Prison System, City of Philadelphia Census, 2016. http://www.phila.gov/prisons/page.htm 
9 Lacosta Mussoline, interview, February 17, 2016 
10 J. Jondhi Harrell, interview, February 16, 2016 
11 Lauren Fine, interview, January 20, 2016 
12 Transition and Treatment Funding Program for Offenders, Idaho Department of Corrections. Reviewed August 
2010. www.idoc.idaho.gov/content/policy/572 
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coordinates with the State Home for Veterans to ensure housing for released veterans.13 The Wisconsin 

Department of Corrections requires that all inmates leave not only with identification but also with 

health insurance, a vocational certification, and a diploma or GED.  In Massachusetts, the Department of 

Corrections facilitates applications with the state’s healthcare exchange, MassHealth, within 90 days of 

the release date. Upon approval, an insurance card is sent to the correctional facility and given to the 

inmate upon release.14   

 

         Source: Urban Institute Justice Policy Center “Release Planning for Successful Reentry” 

Two states have successfully legislated ID provision for returning citizens.15 In Montana, the law 

states that “an individual discharged from any correctional facility must be furnished a free identification 

card upon release, discharge, or parole.”16 In Illinois, the law requires the DMV to exchange a 

Department of Corrections ID for a state-issued ID.17 

                                                            
13 Family Reentry Innovation = Impact. www.familyreentry.org/ 
14 Urban Institute Justice Policy Center “Release Planning for Successful Reentry” September 2008. 
http://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/alfresco/publication-pdfs/411767-Release-Planning-for-Successful-
Reentry.PDF  
15 Securing Official Identification for Individuals Leaving Prisons and Jails. Legal Action Center. 
http://lac.org/toolkits/ID/ID.htm 
16 Montana Code Annotated - 61-12-504. Fees for identification cards. via LAC. 
http://lac.org/toolkits/ID/Montana_Statute.pdf 
17 Securing Official Identification for Individuals Leaving Prisons and Jails. http://lac.org/toolkits/ID/ID.htm 

67%

44%

33%

Referral to an agency to
assist with ID card

Exchangable DOC ID card State-issued ID

Levels of Identification Provided by DOCs
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Northern Louisiana provides a particularly helpful model for the Philadelphia ID Project. The 

Louisiana Office of Motor Vehicles sends an employee to visit correctional facilities on a quarterly basis 

to ensure that inmates, current or departing, will have the necessary documentation post-release. 

Inmates may apply for a new ID card or a renewal six to eight months prior to release.  

Finally, Pennsylvania has already developed and implemented an MOU between the 

Department of Corrections and the Department of Transportation (PennDOT). This MOU will serve as a 

model for Philadelphia to emulate at a county level. The MOU was a major priority for Secretary of the 

Department of Corrections, John Wetzel, and the two state agencies finished negotiations in 2014. 

Under this process, the Department of Corrections assesses whether inmates have identification, and if 

they do not, moves them through the process to first apply for a birth certificate and a Social Security 

card, and then for a photo ID through PennDOT. It is a multi-step process, requiring coordination from 

the prison reentry coordinator, registrar, and business manager. However, prison staff are able to begin 

the process while inmates are still in prison and communicate with PennDOT via email. They also have 

access to a state fund that can help pay for ID card fees. In order to track the progress of ID applications, 

select DOC employees have the ability to access PennDOT’s computer system for tracking and reporting 

purposes.18 

 

Target Population: 

According to official reports, less than forty percent of the Philadelphia Prison population is 

comprised of sentenced prisoners. The vast majority (over 60 percent) of the prison population consists 

of individuals awaiting trial, awaiting sentencing or are probation/parole violators awaiting a status 

hearing.19 Considering the significant amount of uncertainty surrounding the pretrial population, it is a 

                                                            
18 Lacosta Mussoline, Interview, February 17, 2016 
19 Philadelphia Prison System Strategic Plan FY09 – FY13, April 2008, 
http://www.whyy.org/news/documents/prison_report.pdf 
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very difficult group of individuals to effectively serve. With this consideration in mind, the target 

population for the Philadelphia ID Project will be the incarcerated individuals who have been sentenced. 

The Philadelphia Individual Dignity Project will require that inmates are serving a minimum of six months 

to ensure sufficient time for the process of securing supporting documents and applying for a state-

issued ID. One report suggests that of those individuals who have been sentenced in the Philadelphia 

Prison System, only one third serve long enough for the Philadelphia ID Project to effectively deliver 

IDs.20 Moreover, of those inmates whose sentences are sufficient according to our guidelines, it is 

estimated that forty to seventy percent will be in need of IDs once they are released.21 With these 

established restrictions on the target group, the Philadelphia ID Project anticipates serving between 300 

and 500 individuals annually. Our narrow focus will ensure that prison employees and PennDOT have 

ample time to carry out their responsibilities.  

 

Philadelphia ID Project Implementation Structure: 

Determination 

In order to ensure that process of ID delivery runs smoothly, the determination process is key. It 

will begin once prisons identify which inmates do not possess an ID or, if they do have one, if it will 

expire during the sentence term. Additionally, only inmates who have at least six months remaining on 

their sentence will be able to receive an ID through this process. This six-month timeline was provided 

by the state and is necessary to ensure sufficient time is given to complete the number of steps required 

to procure IDs. 

                                                            
20 Philadelphia’s Crowded, Costly Jails, The Pew Charitable Trusts, 
https://www.prisonlegalnews.org/media/publications/pew_charitable_trusts_report_on_philadelphia_jail_overcr
owding.pdf 
21 Lacosta Mussoline, interview, February 17, 2016 
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Next, those inmates officially selected as eligible for ID services will receive an information 

packet which clearly outlines the following: all supporting documents necessary to receive a state-issued 

ID (birth certificate and Social Security card, per PennDOT regulations); a timeline of the internal prison 

ID delivery process, along with a schedule for check-ins with the reentry coordinator; work component 

requirements, which stipulate commissary match of 50% of total cost (either through income 

distribution or  familial  contributions); and a list of benefits that come about from having an 

identification card as a mechanism to incentivize inmates to engage in the process.  

Another necessary component of the intake process is securing fingerprints, photos and 

signatures of inmates receiving ID services to be sent to PennDOT to begin the process of validating 

identities as early as possible. State officials have confirmed that beginning the process of identity 

validation as early as possible would be integral to ensuring ID procurement moves without any delays. 

Providing PennDOT ample time to authenticate accurate biographical information is a safeguard to 

ensuring fraudulent information is corrected immediately.  

 

Incarceration 

During the holding period—when inmates are serving their incarceration sentence—is when the 

process of acquiring identification documentation mainly takes place. Within the first month of this 

process, the reentry coordinator meets with the individual to discuss the ID process and create a goal 

plan. The inmate learns about public benefits, GED and community college courses, housing assistance 

programs, and mental and behavioral health services for which he or she may be eligible upon release 

from prison. The inmate then crafts specific goal plans based on his or her desires post-release. These 

goal plans will be refined and built on throughout the duration of their sentence and implemented upon 

release from prison. The individual also learns about the ID process, particular documents he or she 
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needs to procure, and the process(es) for any identified action steps. After the initial meeting, periodic 

check-ins occur with the reentry coordinator to discuss progress on goal plan action steps. 

Throughout the inmates’ holding period, they work and pay into their commissary to fulfill the 

50% match obligation of their individual costs. Inmates also have the option of having family members 

pay into the commissary to cover the costs of procuring identification documents. State-issued IDs cost 

$28.50, while state-issued IDs and a birth certificate will run an inmate roughly $58. The amount to pay 

in will look differently for each individual inmate, however no inmate will be expected to pay more than 

$30 for the process of securing an ID before release. According to a conversation with experts who have 

worked closely with inmates and returning citizens, this monetary expectation is not only feasible, but 

consistent with the amount individuals typically earn while incarcerated.22 For indigent inmates and 

those unable to work, the prison will waive the work component.  

Inmates who are four to six months away from their release must have a meeting with their 

reentry coordinator to begin the process of applying for their ID. During this meeting, the reentry 

coordinator works with the inmate on completing the application for a state-issued identification card 

and takes new photos. Once the application is completed, it is emailed to PennDOT, which then 

validates the individual’s identity and produces the ID. State officials advised that we should allow at 

least six months for this phase to take place and we have elected to provide at least nine months. Once 

the process is complete, PennDOT mails finished IDs back to the prison staff, who then hold on to them 

until inmates are eventually released. 

 

Pre-Release & Release 

By the final phase of the process, the ID procurement process should be completed. All inmates 

will have an exit meeting with their respective reentry coordinator to discuss their goal plan for release 

                                                            
22 J. Jondhi Harrell, interview, February 16, 2016 
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and action steps they will take with their newly acquired state-issued IDs. The activities will include 

applying to public benefits, securing stable housing (if necessary), registering for education or job 

training courses, and securing health insurance or additional healthcare needs. After a completed final 

meeting and once inmates are release from prison, they are given their state-issued ID along with a 

comprehensive information packet that provides information about support services in Philadelphia, 

public benefits, county assistance offices, and education and job training programs. 

The very final step happens once the newly-deemed returning citizen is undergoing transition 

back into society. All released inmates are required to meet with their parole officer within the first 48 

hours of release. It is at this first meeting with the parole officer that a conversation takes place to 

check-in on the returning citizen’s progress in meeting their prescribed action steps. There is no doubt 

that follow-up is a necessary component to ensure returning citizens are making progress on the goal 

plans they have crafted and honed for many months. This final step will provide additional support 

should any returning citizen face hurdles in their process of reintegration.  

 

Program Implementation 

In terms of roll-out, The Philadelphia ID Project team will play an integral role in ensuring the 

effective implementation of the initiative. Through the vast amount of knowledge gained through 

research and primary data gathering, the Philadelphia ID Project team possesses an extensive amount of 

understanding on the intricacies of the ID program’s operational model, the way the Philadelphia Prison 

System functions, and the MOU process between the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections and 

PennDOT that will be replicated at the county-level.  

Implementing and sustaining the initiative will require inter-agency coordination from the 

Philadelphia Prison System, which will oversee distribution, and PennDOT, which will oversee 

production. The first phase of implementation will require the development of an MOU between these 
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two governmental bodies, which – as precedent has proven at the state level between PennDOT and the 

Pennsylvania Department of Corrections – is a viable approach that has proven successful in the past. 

The Philadelphia ID Project will hire out a third-party contractor to design, develop, and implement this 

MOU (more information can be found in the monetary considerations that are included in the budget). 

There is no doubt that prisons, in conjunction with PennDOT and Philadelphia-based DMVs, have the 

imperative to be the main purveyors of the ID dissemination. PennDOT possesses the infrastructure, 

equipment, validation systems, institutional knowledge and general expertise to create and produce 

identification cards. Therefore, PennDOT is the natural body to play a key role in ID production. Prisons 

have the proximity, security measures, and biographical information on inmates to ensure the process is 

coordinated and void of any potential for fraudulent practices. 

 

Outcomes 

Through our interviews, it was learned that the MOU process with the Department of 

Corrections and PennDOT has been functioning successfully. However, one concerning issue is that the 

PA Department of Corrections does not have the ability to track the outcomes and impact of the 

initiative. In fact, after researching the numerous states that have implemented similar initiatives 

relating to ID access for returning citizens, it is evident that little impact measurement and data 

collection has been done. Therefore, when implementing our program within the Philadelphia County 

Prison System, an integral part will entail measurement of outputs, such as number of individuals 

connected with IDs upon release, and evaluation of outcomes, such as number of individuals who 

successfully apply and receive public benefits. In speaking about outcomes, it is important to note that 

success for the Individual Dignity Project means improving access to critical support services. This 

initiative is meant to serve as a critical bridge to services that have been proven to reduce recidivism. 
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Informed by a conversation with the Interim Director of Qualitative Research at Research for 

Action, our evaluation will be a qualitative study on how procuring state-issued identification cards has 

impacted the reentry process for returning citizens. We will conduct one-on-one interviews with former 

inmates who have received identification cards through the Philadelphia ID project, parole officers 

whom work closely with ex-offenders through the process of transition, and the reentry coordinator at 

the Curran-Fromhold Correctional Facility. Compiling the information brought about through these 

discussion and codifying results will provide greater clarity about the outcomes derived from our 

initiative. Additionally, it will provide first-person perspective about the shortcomings of our delivery 

process and will inform future improvements. Lastly, we intend to utilize a cost-effective mechanism to 

roll out this evaluation, namely using the Fels Institute of Government’s Policy Lab to connect with 

graduate level students with experience in conducting research to spearhead this project.  

The ID Project will collect the following quantitative and qualitative program information: 

• Quantitative data will include descriptive statistics on what types of identity documents 

individuals enter prison with, the number of inmates who complete each step of the process 

(procuring birth certificates, social security cards, and photo IDs), and what types of benefits 

individuals apply for and receive once released;  

• Qualitative data will include interviews with inmates at several points in the process, including 

those who do receive IDs upon release and those who do not, as well as with support staff, such 

as prison reentry professionals and nonprofit support agencies working directly with returning 

citizens. These interviews will both allow for continuous process improvement as well as to 

better understand the impact of IDs in particular.  
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III. Campaign Plan 

This campaign plan presents an optimistic outlook for success. Most fundamentally, prisoner 

reentry is a social issue receiving a lot of attention now. The Kenney administration has signaled that it is 

particularly interested in criminal justice reform. Mayor Kenney has said that he would like to increase 

employment for returning citizens and to step up enforcement of the 2012 “ban the box” legislation.23  

In addition, City Council President Darrell Clarke announced the formation of a criminal justice reform 

commission on February 4, 2016. 24  The objectives of the commission include: recommending strategies 

for reform that are “in the best interest of public safety and the public good,” as well as to help “ensure 

[that] returning citizens can quickly become productive members of society upon their release.”25 The 

Philadelphia ID Project certainly fits with the Mayor’s employment goal. We are also bolstered by the 

positive reception that this idea has received from virtually every stakeholder that we interacted with 

during the research process. Time and again, reformers, advocates, and corrections staff all confirmed 

that ID provision is a key piece of the reentry process, and that addressing it effectively has a significant 

impact on returning citizens’ reentry. Finally, the presence of an MOU at the state level provides a 

blueprint for Philadelphia to establish its own. 

 

 

 

Allies & Opponents 

Our allies in this initiative include a range of nonprofit organizations, advocates, and 

government officials. A complete list of our outreach is located in Appendix A, but some of the most 

noteworthy contacts include John Wetzel, Secretary of Corrections, Pennsylvania Department of 

                                                            
23 http://articles.philly.com/2015-11-04/news/68020396_1_south-philadelphia-jim-kenney-city-councilman 
24 http://www.phillytrib.com/council-approves-panel-to-study-criminal-justice-reforms/article_9b2eefdb-facc-
55ae-b4c2-9a950c6d8a74.html 
25 https://issuu.com/phlcouncil/docs/121015_cp_resolution_-_special_comm/1 
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Corrections; Aviva Tevah, Co-coordinator, Philadelphia Reentry Coalition; and J. Jondhi Harrell, Executive 

Director, The Center for Returning Citizens. All of our contacts have enthusiastically embraced this 

proposal and have underscored the benefits of improving ID provision as a key piece of the reentry 

process.  

 

The implementation of an ID program for returning citizens at Pennsylvania State Prisons serves 

as a good gauge to determine the type of opposition to anticipate at the county level. Through 

interviews with state-level administrators, it was learned that minimal resistance afflicted the rollout of 

the program at the state. Initial push-back, however, was met from employees who saw the new 

initiative as “added work.” This issue was quickly quelled once the program became institutionalized and 

employees saw ID-related responsibilities as routine.26 

 

Targets & Outreach Plan 

Our team has already connected with, or is very close to connecting to, most of the stakeholders 

within the prisoner reentry space, and we have broad support from this community. What remains for 

the ID Project to succeed is to shore up the support of the government entities that will be negotiating 

the MOU and implementing the improved process. 

 

For the Philadelphia Prison Department: Blanche Carney, Deputy Commissioner for Reentry and 

Training Services. Deputy Commissioner Carney is in charge of all of the reentry services within the 

prison system, so her support of this initiative is absolutely key for its success. She will be able to 

interface with the rest of the Philadelphia government, and will be a key player in the negotiations with 

PennDOT.  

                                                            
26 Lacosta Mussoline, Interview, February 17, 2016 
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For the Mayor’s Office: Terrell Bagby, Interim Director at the Office of Reintegration Services (RISE). 

Considering the current Mayoral administration’s focus on criminal justice reform, this project aligns 

easily with the increased attention being paid on ex-offender rehabilitation. This initiative will serve as 

an important tool at the disposal of RISE and the mayor for years to come. RISE’s mission is to ensure 

that returning citizens have a successful reentry, and they already know that IDs are an important piece 

of the puzzle. And Mayor Kenney has already expressed significant interest in changing the way the city 

approaches the question of successfully reintegrating returning citizens into society. We see this 

initiative as a win-win for RISE and the Mayor.  

 

For PennDOT: The policy director or staff-member in charge of inter-governmental partnerships. At the 

time of writing, Lacosta Mussoline, Eastern PA Regional Reentry Administrator for the DOC, is reaching 

out to her MOU contact at PennDOT on our behalf and will share further information with us as soon as 

it is available. We first need to secure this contact’s support for the initiative, and also ensure that the 

higher-up sign-off happens as well. It is currently unclear whether that would be a division head or the 

Secretary of Transportation herself, Leslie Richards. Given the Secretary’s focus on large-scale 

transportation projects, our understanding is that the head of the DMV division of PennDOT would be 

the real decision-maker in this process. 

 

Promotion to the Public 

The announcement of the initiative to the general public will occur after the MOU process has 

been completed. Because this proposal pushes for an administrative change between two governmental 

agencies, it would be best to wait until the negotiation process has been completed to make a public 

announcement. The details of the public announcement will certainly undergo thorough consideration 

from the parties involved in the process, including the Mayor’s Office, the Philadelphia Prison System, 
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PennDOT, and the Fels Institute of Government, and it will emphasize the roles each individual actor 

played in jump-starting the multi-agency collaboration.  

Once the MOU is signed, the Mayor’s Office will issue a press release outlining the initiative and 

the process and send it to local newspapers. We would also work with the media staff at Fels and the 

School of Social Policy & Practice to promote the initiative through Penn. We would also be sure to send 

the press release and a communication to all nonprofit allies in the program so that they know the 

change, and can ensure that any clients they are working with who are still in prison know that they can 

have access to an improved ID process. 

 

Implementation Timeline 
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Timeline Details 

� March-May 2016 

� Continue researching and refining the program, with a special emphasis on relations with 

the Philadelphia Prison System and PennDOT 

� Finalize list of stakeholders who will be party to the negotiation 

� June-August 2016 

� Hire a student fellow at Fels to provide research and project management services to this 

initiative during the summer 

� Secure legal counsel—hopefully pro bono—who can assist with the MOU development 

� Fundraise for $25,000 to cover additional consulting costs for implementation 

� August-December 2016 

� Ongoing negotiations between County of Philadelphia and PennDOT to negotiate the details 

of the MOU, based on what the state DOC has already negotiated 

� Professional paid consultant provides additional project management and implementation 

support 

� January-March 2017 

� MOU is signed 

� Public announcement and press 

� Implementation, with special emphasis on change management, especially for prison 

reentry coordinator and direct staff 

• Purchase or repurpose equipment for the process (photo, signature pad) 

• New policies and procedures written, along with documentation 

• New forms & documents for inmates, as well as inmate training guidance 

• Evaluation: data collection process & start evaluator contract 
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� Jan 2017-Dec 2018 

� Evaluation and monitoring: data collection, interviews with inmates and prison staff 

� Continuous quality improvement 

� End: Dec 2018 

� Process is fully implemented. Philadelphia prisons system takes over data collection process.  

� Evaluators release findings for the first cohort of prisons who used this program 
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IV. Funding 

The Individual Dignity Project is an ideal initiative to receive foundation seed funding. The MOU 

is self-sustaining once the process is established, so it provides an opportunity for a funder to intervene 

at a critical moment and support an innovative project. It is also a high-impact project, with the ability to 

significantly impact outcomes for returning citizens with a minimal amount of capital required. In order 

to implement this project within the scope of our vision, we plan to fundraise $20,000. Through the 

Penn Public Policy Challenge, this initiative has garnered $5000 seed funding from the University of 

Pennsylvania. 

There are three funders in particular which are likely to be key supporters of our program. The 

first is the Pew Charitable Trusts’ Philadelphia program. Given their research and evaluation expertise, 

we would like to partner with them for the evaluation portion of the project, and given their research 

orientation, we think there is a reasonable chance that they would be willing to support this initiative. 

Even if they are not able to support it financially, their knowledge of Philadelphia and research expertise 

will be invaluable to the project implementation. 

The second is the Samuel S. Fels Fund. They are strongly rooted in Philadelphia, and we would 

benefit from their experience and expertise working in the city. They have a broad social mission, and 

are particularly interested in providing seed funding for innovative projects: “We…mean to be useful to 

organizations at points of particular need such as expansion, experimentation, or reorganization or in 

times of particular need for advocacy; generally does not make major grants to big organizations.”27 

Their grant range is also right for us—between $3,000 and $30,000—and they funded Decarcerate PA 

and the “Ban the Box” campaign to amend the 2012 city ordinance in 2014. Given all of these factors, 

                                                            
27 http://www.samfels.org/ 
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the Samuel S. Fels Fund is a strong fit for the ID Project, and we would request between $5,000 and 

$10,000. 

The third funder is the Connelly Foundation. Their outlook and size is somewhat comparable to 

the Samuel S. Fels Fund, although they fund in Eastern Pennsylvania and not just in Philadelphia. There 

is the potential for a bigger grant from them because they have higher assets than the Fels Fund. Their 

mission is also similarly broad, and in 2014 they made a $20,000 grant to support benefits access for 

low-income adults. Given this information, we would request between $10,000 and $20,000. 
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Budget 

 

 The budget differentiates between start-up and ongoing costs. The ID Project’s start-up costs 

mainly consist of costs to hire a project manager and the Public Policy Challenge team to facilitate the 

MOU process and ensure that it is moving smoothly. The project will also be able to receive additional 

pro-bono support from Fels Lab through a summer intern, and through Philadelphia-based, nonprofit 

legal centers, such as Community Legal Services, if a lawyer is required. Ongoing costs are the cost of the 

YEAR 1 COSTS
Category Type Cost Notes

Start-up
Initial Research & Project Management 
(summer) - Fels Lab  $                             -   Pro bono - Fels Lab
Professional project management (6 mos) 24,000$                    6 mos, 25 hours/week, $40/hour
PPC team stipends, Fall & Spring 2016 24,000$                    4k per semester for 2 semesters
Signature pad 98$                            
Blue screen background 50$                            

Ongoing Costs Evaluation -$                           Pro bono - Fels Lab
High Estimate Birth certificate - high 8,470$                       % of inmates who need it  x cost / 2

Social security card -$                           SS cards are free
Pennsylvania ID card - high 8,046$                       % of inmates who need it  x cost / 2

Year 1 Total Costs - High Est. 64,664$                    

Ongoing Costs Evaluation -$                           Pro bono - Fels Lab
Low Estimate Birth certificate 4,840$                       % of inmates who need it  x cost / 2

Social security card -$                           SS cards are free
Pennsylvania ID card 4,598$                       % of inmates who need it  x cost / 2

Year 1 Total Costs - Low Est. 57,586$                    

Year 1 Revenue
Grants 24,000$                    
PPC Prize 5,000$                       
City of Philadelphia Prison System 4,585.54 to 11,664

Assumptions
Low Percentage 40%
High Percentage 70%
Philadelphia Prison Point-in-time 7521
Percent of Sentenced Prisoners > 120 days 807
Prisoner Cost Per Year 35,000$                    
Birth Certificate Cost 30$                            
ID Cost 29$                            
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IDs, split halfway between the Department of Corrections and the inmates’ contribution through 

commissary funds. 

 

Our budgetary assumptions include: 

• About 7,500 incarcerated individuals in the Philadelphia Prison System at any given time, based 
on the Philadelphia Prison System daily census as of March, 7th 2016.28 

• About 800 individuals who would be eligible for the program. According to communication with 
a local expert, approximately twenty-five to forty percent of prisoners are in the system post-
sentencing and of those,29 roughly a third have sentences over three months.30  

• Incarceration costs per year per inmate is $35,00031 
• State-issued IDs cost $28.50 in Pennsylvania 
• Birth certificates vary in cost depending on the jurisdiction of the individual - and not all inmates 

will have been born in Philadelphia or Pennsylvania. While in Philadelphia, the cost of birth 
certificates is $20,32 in other jurisdictions the cost reaches as high as $30.33 The provided budget 
uses the $30 estimate.  

• Due to lack of concrete data on the percentage of the inmate population lacking legitimate 
forms of identification, this proposal uses a threshold of forty to seventy percent to explain the 
number of incarcerated individuals who will need IDs. This estimate range was derived through 
interviews with state-level administrators.34  

 
 
 

 

 

 

                                                            
28 Prison System, City of Philadelphia Census, 2016. http://www.phila.gov/prisons/page.htm 
29 Sarah Besnoff, Email correspondence, March 3, 2016 
30 Philadelphia’s Crowded, Costly Jails, The Pew Charitable Trusts, 
https://www.prisonlegalnews.org/media/publications/pew_charitable_trusts_report_on_philadelphia_jail_overcr
owding.pdf 
31 Economic Benefits of Employing Formerly Incarcerated Individuals in Philadelphia. September 2011. Economy 
League of Philadelphia. http://economyleague.org/uploads/files/712279713790016867-economic-benefits-of-
employing-formerly-incarcerated-full-report.pdf 
32 Pennsylvania Department of Health, Birth Certificates, 
http://www.health.pa.gov/MyRecords/Certificates/BirthCertificates/Pages/default.aspx#.VuG7I5MrKHo 
33 Vital Check, Order Official Pennsylvania Records, https://www.vitalchek.com/vital-
records/pennsylvania/pennsylvania-vital-records?click_id=568298411771101186&ppc=0 
34 Lacosta Mussoline, Interview, February 17, 2016 
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V. Conclusion 

The Philadelphia Individual Dignity Project proposes an impactful and realistic solution to a 
pressing problem in Philadelphia: the disconnect between returning citizens and critical services that 
exist to aid in their reentry process. Philadelphia has the opportunity to influence and improve the 
trajectory of returning citizens upon release, ensuring that the transition to becoming functional and 
contributing members of society is a successful one. Providing ex-offenders with the tools to rebuild 
their lives after imprisonment ensures better outcomes, not only for the returning citizens themselves, 
but for all city residents, in the form of reduced crime and savings related to lower incarceration rates. 
To be successful in society, having access to an ID is a no-brainer. Applying for jobs, opening a bank 
account, accessing public benefits, all require a legitimate form of identification. Without an ID, 
returning citizens face numerous barriers to achieving stability. If local government wants to get serious 
about supporting the plight of returning citizens, instituting the Philadelphia ID Project within the 
Philadelphia Prison System is a critical step in the right direction. Supplying returning citizens with IDs 
immediately upon release will not be the antidote to the recidivism crisis facing the city. However, 
connecting returning citizens to state-issued identification cards will bridge the gap to critical support 
systems that have been proven to have positive effects on curbing the rate of recidivism. The political 
climate, both locally and nationally, is ripe and the opportunity to introduce the Philadelphia ID Project 
within the prison system is better than ever. Providing state-issued identification to returning citizens 
does more than just place ID cards in their hands; it helps restore their individual dignity and improves 
their prospects of reentry.   
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Appendix A: Supporters and Contacts 
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Appendix B: Inmate Process Flow 
 

Phase 1: DETERMINATION Phase 2: INCARCERATION Phase 3: RELEASE  
1. Prisons determine need for ID services 

using the following guidelines: 
� Inmates without IDs / inmates whose 

IDs will expire during sentence 
� Inmates need to at least 6 months 

remaining on their sentence to allow 
sufficient time for processing  

2. Selected inmates receive information 
packets, which provide:  

� Outline of necessary supporting 
documents 

� Timeline of ID delivery process  
� Work component requirements 

(inmates match 50% of the cost 
through commissary) 

� Benefits of receiving IDs 
3. Prisons send fingerprints, photos, and 

signatures to be validated by PennDOT 

4. Initial meeting with Re-entry 
Coordinator to discuss individual needs 
and create goal plan within first month 

5. Inmates lacking supporting documents 
are provided applications to begin 
process of securing birth 
certificates/social security cards 
(process may take 14 – 60 days for 
receipt)  

6. Inmates work and pay into/receive 
commissary funds that they designate 
for ID payment 

7. Periodic check-ins with Re-entry 
Coordinator on progress with goal plan 
(up to discretion of Re-entry 
Coordinator to determine frequency) 

8. State ID application and supporting 
documents sent by Re-entry 
Coordinator to DMV to begin ID 
processing (4 – 6 months prior to 
release) 

� New photos taken 
 

9. Exit meeting with Re-entry 
Coordinator to discuss goal plan and 
action steps upon release 

10. Inmates receive updated Returning 
Citizen Discharge Packets and state IDs 
upon release 

11. Follow-up with individual’s 
progress on action steps with support 
agency  

 
 
Assessment 
12. Conduct qualitative evaluation of 
project 
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